
WE SUPPORT UNSIGNED, 
UNDISCOVERED AND 
UNDER THE RADAR MUSIC. 

ADVICE PLAYING LIVE 

Everything you need to know about playing 
live, also available at: 

bbc.co.uk/music/introducing/advice/ 
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PLAYING LIVE 

GETTING GIGS 

HOW TO DO IT 
Gigging experience is invaluable, and the more you play live, the more confident your playing will 
become and the better your performances will be. 

While you can hold rehearsals in gig-like conditions -  not stopping playing if someone messes up for 
instance – it still can’t fully prepare you for looking up from your instrument and seeing a roomful of 
people staring back at you, wanting to be entertained. 

Aside from bringing in money and increasing your fanbase, playing gigs gives you a chance to see 
which of your songs work best in a live setting. You may have a song that's a personal favourite, but if 
the bar suddenly becomes very busy whenever you play it live it might be time to take another look at 
it.  Similarly, when preparing for a gig, it’s not uncommon for band members to squabble over what 
gets included in the setlist. You may be happy to play certain songs in practice, but if you don’t want to 
play them live there’s probably a very good reason. Even established bands banish songs from their 
setlist because they don’t work in a live environment. 

It’s easy to get stuck in a rut and lose drive when you’re making music, so booking a gig can breathe 
new life into the band – forcing you to polish off any rough edges in your material before you unleash 
your tracks in a live setting. It can be just the thing to make you nail that hard to play riff or key change 
- nothing gets a band playing tightly like the fear of performing in front of a room of people they don't 
know. 

FIND A VENUE 
When you’re just starting out and looking to play your first gig, almost any venue will do. The most 
important thing is to get your music heard and to improve as a live unit. So long as it’s not costing you 
lots of money for equipment hire, it doesn’t matter how many people you play to or how much money 
you make. Even the biggest of artists can remember a time when they played to an empty room or a 
hostile crowd. 

House parties are a great place to hold your first gig. The majority of people will know each other and 
be in good spirits, and you don’t have to worry about being the sole source of entertainment for the 
evening. If your mate’s hiring out a venue for their birthday, ask if you can play there. Even if it’s a short 
set, it’s still experience, and you might get a few free drinks out of it. 

Once you’re ready to play pubs and clubs, you’ll need to scope out which ones in your area put on 
local bands. Aim for a venue that already caters for your type of music, or one where you’ve seen 
similar bands play. They’ll have an established audience who will come regularly to particular nights, 
and who are more likely to ‘get’ your act because they’ll have a similar taste in music. A venue that’s 
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used to putting on artists similar to you will also be better equipped for promoting the gig and the 
sound engineer will have experience of making your type of music sound as good as can be. 

If you’re serious about creating a local buzz for yourself, you should be going to gigs and supporting 
local artists yourself. By becoming a part of the local music scene and building relationships with 
other artists, you’ll create opportunities to play with them at future events. For more on supporting 
bigger bands see our section on support slots. 

WHAT PROMOTERS WANT 
Venue owners, managers and promoters are all looking for the same things from a band. It’s paramount 
that you’re reliable. They’re not going to book you if they hear that you’re likely to be late, come with 
malfunctioning equipment or not even turn up at all. They’re also looking for artists that will bring a 
crowd into the venue and drive ticket and drink sales. Simply put: they want to book bands that won’t 
cause them any headaches and will leave the till overflowing. It's important to make a good impression 
when it comes to promoters. They can be looking to book acts for different venues across the country, 
so impressing one could mean getting plenty more gigs in the future. 

Find out what the little venue is in your town that puts on the cool bands and find out who the promoter is. You 

need that person to be your friend. —Conal Dodds - Promoter, Metropolis Music 

Ideally, they’ll want you to have had gigging experience before. If it’s your first gig, use any evidence of 
your ability and popularity to your advantage. If you’ve recorded a demo, send it to them – otherwise, 
make a point of telling them how big your social networking following is and how many paying 
customers you plan to bring with you. Expect to be at the bottom rung of the bill to start with –  you’re 
still an unknown quantity to them. Even if you know that you’re better than the acts further up the 
billing, be glad for what you’ve got and work hard – if you play your cards right, you’ll be headlining 
small local gigs before you know it. 

It's also worth remembering that promoters often put on 'all-dayers' or mini festivals. Playing at events 
like Loop in Brighton Manfest or Nastyfest in Leeds can be a way to spread your name to a new 
audience, experience playing on a different stage and meet new bands. Generally all the bands share 
the same kit, either provided by the promoter themselves or the venue, so it's a relatively low stress 
way of playing a big show. 

SETTING UP YOUR OWN NIGHT 
Hosting your own night can be a great way to get noticed. Joining forces with other bands, artists or 
DJs in your area can help you build a fanbase and media interest - people are more likely to come to a 
gig if they're going to see several good new acts playing. 

Bands like Mystery Jets and Golden Silvers did this to good effect, holding small gigs with other local 
bands and charging little or nothing to help gather a loyal army of fans while DJs like Jaymo and Andy 
George started nights so they could play the sort of music they wanted to hear. 

Before you storm in and start booking places, you need to think about what kind of night would go 
down well in your area. If you want to play the music that you’re into, you’ll need to find like-minded 
punters to fill your night. If the scene is young and there’s not much demand for it at the moment, you’ll 
only be able to fill a small venue. 
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Ambition is a great trait to have, but start off small - a queue leading around the block says a lot more 
for your night than a larger venue that is half-empty. Your first nights are likely to be just you and your 
friends but that's a good place to start. Get yourself up and running and make sure things run 
smoothly before you try to get any bigger. You may be better off having shows less frequently but with 
a greater emphasis on promotion. If a venue owner lets you host other nights, make sure you have 
them at the same time and same day each week so people know where to find you. 

A venue owner will want some guarantees from you before they let you hire the place. It’s important 
that you don’t claim the night will be more successful then you think it will be. It’s all very well saying 
that you’ll bring in a minimum of £1,000 in bar revenue, but if nobody turns up it’s you that’s going to 
have to shell out that money. 

If you’ve done your research, you should have a an idea of how many people you want to get in the 
venue  – show this to the venue owner and make sure they appreciate that building up the night’s 
reputation will take time. The more professional you are in your approach, the better a deal you will 
get. Even so, if you’re committed to starting a regular night it’s probably going to cost you money before 
you make any. 

Keep your overheads low and a close eye on your costs, especially as you’ll probably have to make the 
night free entry until it gets off the ground. Get all your friends down and make them bring their 
friends – make sure you use every possible means to get as many possible people down as you can. 

You’ll need to put some decent acts on if you’re going to get people through the door, and the best way 
to get them onside is to make yourself known. Local rehearsal rooms may allow you to advertise for 
demos, or you could invite bands to contact you through an ad in the local paper or music mag. If 
you’ve got your sights set on a particular act, go and see them live and ask them if they’d like to play at 
your night. Chances are that you have friends who are also musicians, so ask them if they’d like to be 
involved. If you're starting a club night keep an eye out for DJs you like who play music that will work 
well at your night. If your friends are up to scratch it could work to get them involved too. 

It's important to find like-minded acts who are going to appeal to a similar audience to yourselves. You 
don't need to be carbon-copies, but a similar genre may help to keep the night flowing and the 
audience happy - if a folk band come on after a dubstep DJ, the crowd could soon be heading for the 
nearest bus stop. 

You can get tips on promoting your night here. 

TAKING YOUR SOUND LIVE 

THE ART OF PLAYING LIVE 
So you’ve practised until you can play your songs with your hands tied behind your backs and the big 
day has arrived. Whether you’re playing a pub, club or friend’s garage, give your first gig your all and 
you won’t have any regrets. 

It’s only natural that you’ll get nervous before going on stage, but resist the urge to drink before getting 
up on stage. Liquid courage can help to calm your nerves, but while everything may sound great to 
you when you’re drunk, it won’t to the audience. Despite what anyone may claim, nobody plays better 
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drunk, and it can be uncomfortable watching someone obviously wrecked onstage. By the time you’re 
up there and have hit your first note, you won’t be focusing on your nerves anymore - so just enjoy 
being on stage and save the partying until you’ve finished your set. 

If you’re a support band, it’s likely that people are going to make their mind up about you after your 
first song – sad but true. That’s not to say that you won’t be able to convert any doubters later in your 
set, but first impressions have a huge influence on how you’ll be viewed by the audience. Audiences 
want a show and a degree of professionalism, so make sure that all of your kit is setup before you hit 
the stage. Every mic should be tested and every instrument tuned in soundcheck, so don’t keep your 
loyal public waiting while you fiddle about with your equipment. If you need to change effects pedals 
or instruments during your set, make sure that your songs are ordered in a way that minimises these 
changes. The longer you are setting up, the longer the queue at the bar will become. 

Once you’re on stage it’s your chance to let people know who you are. It’s amazing how many acts will 
walk onstage, play an impressive set and then leave the venue before letting anybody know what 
they’re called. If you’ve ever been to a gig where members of the audience are shouting: “Who are 
you?”,  you’ll know what we mean. 

Introduce yourselves when you walk on or after your first song. It’s hard to create a buzz for yourself if 
nobody knows what your band’s called, and if people like you they can spread the word or find your 
music online. Keep in mind that not everybody in the crowd may be there when you start playing, so be 
sure to tell the crowd what you’re called before you head off stage again. Standard practice is to thank 
the crowd and tell them who you are once more, just before your last song. 

Playing live involves using a lot of technical equipment and, from time to time, things can go wrong. 
There’s not a person on the gigging circuit that hasn’t fallen victim to equipment malfunction at some 
point in their career, and more often than not it’ll happen at the worst possible moment. 

Do your best to prevent any major problems by bringing spares of everything that you can, and 
making sure that those are tuned up and ready to go if you need them in a hurry. If something 
fundamental to your sound has failed, chances are people will notice, so take the opportunity to show 
that your band has guts. If your guitar breaks mid-song, sing A cappella; it’s a chance to show that 
you’ve got heart, that behind all that technical trickery are good songs. In the worst-case scenario, play 
a tune that you can jam along to with a reduced line-up, just as you would in practice, while you get 
everything set up. 

It’s when you’re waiting on someone else and not able to play your songs that a lot of artists come 
unstuck. Banter between the stage and the crowd is a difficult thing to pull off, particularly as the lights 
will probably mean you can’t see past a couple of people in the audience. If you’re confident and a 
good speaker, give it a go, but don’t rant. Use the opportunity to plug your newest EP or merchandise, 
or let people know where they can find you online. A lot of bands try to make themselves seem moody 
and mysterious by not engaging with the crowd, but they generally come off looking a little arrogant. 
Do whatever comes naturally to you, but to get the best crowd reactions you’ll need to look your 
audience in the eye when you play and talk slowly and clearly when you speak between tracks. Start 
by introducing songs by their title or explaining what they’re about and see how you get on from there, 
it gets easier with practice. Gigs will go like a flash once you’re up there, and before you know it you’ll 
be walking off stage again. 

Generally at smaller gigs the bands share the same 'backline'. This is a phrase that promoters and 
venues use to refer to the kit and amps used on stage. At your early gigs you're most likely to be 
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sharing the same core kit with other bands whilst bringing your own instruments and a few extra bits 
and pieces. For example, you may all use the same drum kit but bring your own cymbals, you'll use the 
same amps but you'll need to bring your own guitar and FX pedals. If you're doing this try and get in 
touch with the other bands beforehand to co-ordinate how things will work on the night. 

If you're not sharing equipment (this usually happens at bigger gigs) you’ll need to factor in time at the 
end of your set to take your equipment off with you to make room for the next act. Don’t bother 
dismantling your drum kit on stage, just lift in into the wings and take it apart backstage. Move any 
amps and instruments out of the way and ask the acts on after you if they need any of your equipment 
before you put it away in your car or van. 

While your bandmates are packing all your kit up, there are two other jobs that need to be taken care 
of. First off, send someone round the venue to get some names and addresses for your mailing list and 
to peddle any CDs you might have for sale. Hammer that e-mail list because there will be people there 
who’ve come to see another band but will want to watch you again. If you’ve got any fliers for your 
next gig, make sure they’re given out too. The second, arguably most important, job is to collect the 
money from the promoter or venue owner! 

You’ll find that a lot of the time the actual promoter won’t be at the venue, often leaving the engineer 
and door staff to give feedback on how the night went. With this in mind it's always worth buying the 
resident sound engineer, if the pub or club has one, a drink and being especially nice to them. 
Remember: they have the power to make you sound great or terrible.   In fact, make sure you’re nice to 
everyone at the venue. Nobody’s going to have an act back if they were rude to their staff, but a 
glowing report could be all you need to get another booking. 

LIVE EQUIPMENT 
If you’re regularly playing gigs at venues that don’t have their own PA (Public Address) system, you’re 
likely to be spending a lot of money hiring equipment out. Most established venues have their own PA, 
but if it’s not good enough or you don’t have access to one then buying your own could prove cheaper 
in the long run. 

Most bands will have their own amps for guitars, bass and synths - which they'll use for both 
rehearsals and gigs. If the venue has a decent PA they can mic these up and take them into the mixer. 
In very small venues you might just use the amps on their own, without going through a mixer. 

Some venues have in-house kit that you can take advantage of. Most will have at least a basic PA that 
you can put vocals through, along with microphones, whilst others will have guitar and bass amps as 
part of their standard setup. Some will even have a basic drum kit that you can supplements with parts 
of your drummer's own kit. Check with the venue in advance to find out what they've got in house. It 
may also be possible to share equipment with one of the other bands on the bill, to save you both 
lugging your full setup to the venue. 

If you're looking to purchase amps or PA equipment you need to think about the power output you're 
going to need, based on the size and type of venues you are likely to be playing. Have a good look 
around on the internet to find out how the equipment fares in reviews and opinions on music message 
boards. 

“As new” items, typically a couple of years old but in mint condition, will normally sell for two-thirds of 
their original price. Loot, Gumtree and eBay are all good places to start but if possible you should 
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check out all equipment first-hand before buying, to make sure it's in decent nick. You should also try 
to find out how expensive spare parts are for the particular make and model you’re after. 

PROMOTION 

WHERE TO DO IT? 
Making sure people know about your band is vital if you're going to get people to come to your gigs. It 
can take a while before things start picking up, but stick with it and try different ways of promoting 
yourself. 

For a start, make sure the night that you're playing is showing up in gig listings, both in print and 
online. Contact the listing department of local magazines and see if they can add the details of your 
gig. The promoters of the night - if that isn't you - should have taken care of this, but it's worth putting 
some extra leg work in yourself. Write a quick press release, including details of the venue and other 
acts, and send it to local music magazines, music forums and radio stations. 

If you or the event promoters have had posters printed, ask local clothes shops, record stores, cafés, 
pubs and rehearsal studios if you can put them up in their window. Getting these up a week or two in 
advance, and including a link to an up-to-date website, can bring in a lot of people. The more 
informative the site, the better. Maps to the venue, opening and closing times, parking and licensing 
information are all useful. 

Linking to your social networking page on posters and fliers gives people a chance to get more 
information, check out the acts playing, follow your updates or add you as a friend. Your address book 
or friends list is a ready-made mailing list, so keep them informed. 

You can also use the night itself as an opportunity to find out more about your crowd and let them 
know about other gigs. A mailing list is a popular addition to the entrance or merchandise stall, and 
you can keep those who sign up in the loop about your next event or capture new fans that see you 
play live. 

PROMOTING YOUR OWN NIGHT 
If you're hosting your own night, whether it's a one-off or a regular show, try different ways to promote 
yourself. Start by thinking of the image and name of the night – it needs to be something the people 
you want to attract can identify with. 

Before you start bandying artists’ names around and promoting the gig, make sure that everything is 
confirmed. If you’ve already advertised your night and then your headlining act pulls out, you’re going 
to look a right plum. 

When everything’s locked-down tightly, give yourself a good couple of weeks to spread the word. Start 
by getting your night mentioned in local gig listings and on any message boards you use. Post info on 
the night everywhere you can online - your band site, Facebook, Myspace, Twitter, anywhere that will 
pull people in. The more information you include the better. Maps to the venue, opening and closing 
times, ticket prices, parking and licensing information are all useful. If you keep it old school and get 
posters printed, ask local clothes shops, record stores, cafés, pubs and rehearsal studios if you can put 
them up in their window. 
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TOURING 
Even if you’re doing well on a local level, stepping up your game to become a nationally touring act 
can be a daunting and difficult thing to do. As we’ve discussed earlier, promoters want to book acts 
that will bring in revellers and open cash-drawers, so it can be hard to convince promoters outside of 
your area to put you on at their night. Unlike on a local level, it’s just not practical to set up your own 
night somewhere away from home. However, if you’ve built up a strong online following – and the 
demand for you to play elsewhere is there - then there are various ways of getting yourself a decent 
gig in another part of the country. 

As well as being a lot of fun touring can be hard work and a costly affair. Be prepared to shell out some 
cash if you arrange your own trip around the country. You may need to hire a van, insure your gear 
and you've got to feed and amuse yourself on the road too, which can all add up. It's worth planning 
ahead and finding mates, fans or other bands who can put you up to save the cost of hostels or hotels. 
If you're a solo act or DJ this'll also help you avoid being left stranded on your own in a strange town or 
city. 

If you've set up a gig directly with a promoter make sure you know exactly where you need to go and 
what the setup at the venue is before you arrive. Have all your costs and payments agreed in advance 
so neither of you gets a nasty surprise on the night. If you get signed or get regular bookings a 
Booking Agent or Tour Manager will help with a lot of the finer details but, until then, it's up to you to 
be organised. 

PLAYING NATIONALLY 
One way to get a gig in another town is to hook up with an act that’s local to the area and arrange a 
gig-swap. You can book them in to open the bill at a gig you’re playing and they’ll reciprocate by 
getting you a gig in their home town. This can work brilliantly if you’re willing to do it regularly and 
build up a good relationship with the other band – it’ll need to be your home away from home if you’re 
going to crack another city. Have a look around online and you’ll soon stumble across a band that you 
could approach. 

If you’re having difficulty, have a look through some of your favourite bands’ social networking friends 
or read through a local online listings site to find a band that might be suitable. It’s best if your musical 
styles are complimentary - you’ll all get the most out of the venture that way. The hard bit will be 
convincing the promoter to book an out-of-town band that won’t bring in many punters - so put on 
your diplomat’s head before you speak to them. If you’ve already built up a good relationship with 
them, you shouldn’t have too much trouble. 

SUPPORT SLOTS 
The best way to expand your audience is to hijack someone else’s. Support slots are a great way of 
teaming up with a similar act to help build your profile. For example, Marina and the Diamonds played 
with Little Boots, Attack! Attack! supported Lost Prophets and Florence and the Machine was exposed 
to a whole new audience by sharing a bill with MGMT. Even big acts like Coldplay supported other 
bands in their day, playing under the likes of the now forgotten Terris. 
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As well as playing with other unsigned acts, you can try to get a slot supporting a more established 
artist. The problem is, we’ve already established that agents don’t tend to listen to unsigned demos, so 
how are you going to get yourself on the bill? 

Quite often, the headlining act will be able to sway their decision to get an unsigned band on the tour - 
so they could be your route to supporting them on tour. It sounds like an impossible feat, but it’s a case 
of taking small steps and building on them. If you know that a signed band is playing a venue near 
you, and your musical styles compliment each other, then contact the promoter, the artist’s tour 
manager or whoever else you might have a contact for. Strike up a decent relationship with any of 
these guys and you should be able to get yourself a slot as the first band on the bill. Unless the tour in 
question features a string of established names, they’ll probably have a slot free at the start of the night 
for a good local band. You probably won’t be paid, but as the gig will be local to you and you won’t 
have to hire a PA, it shouldn’t cost you anything either. 

So, now you’ve got yourself one support slot, the next step is to try and get yourself on a tour with 
them. Play your heart out on the night and be as sociable and helpful to the band and the crew as 
possible. Take any opportunity you’re given to strike up conversation with one of the band and ask 
them if you could tag along for a tour. Don’t feel embarrassed about asking, they’ll no doubt take it as a 
compliment and probably have had to do a similar thing themselves when they were starting out. 
Relationships with other bands are key to success in the industry, so make friends with as many artists 
as possible. The better connected you are, the more chance you have of getting gigs around the 
country. With a bit of luck, their fans will soon be fans of your music too, and you could soon be 
playing small headline shows in new cities. 

Don’t necessarily limit yourself to working with artists from the UK. If you can think of an overseas 
band with a reasonable profile in this country, you could contact them to see if you can help with 
organising things for them. If you sort out any shows, book yourself as one of the support bands and 
get promoting! For help with setting up your own night, take a look at our guide. 

FESTIVALS 
OK, so you’re not going to be headlining the Pyramid Stage at Glastonbury yet, but there are plenty of 
smaller stages and smaller festivals where you can get on the bill. Even the tiniest of festivals – held in 
a single small venue – will almost guarantee you a decent crowd, because the audience have a ticket 
for the entire day and will stick around between the acts that they know. 

Unless the festival is being put on by a promoter that you know, you’ll need to do some detective work 
here. Check local press listings, national music magazines or posters inside venues for details about 
forthcoming festivals. If you catch them early enough, you could contact the promoter to find out if you 
could be added to the bill. A festival promoter is more likely to take a risk on a smaller unsigned band 
because they will be one of tens (or hundreds) of bands on at the event. Check publicity for the event 
to find out who is doing the promoting. Most posters and fliers will feature the promotion company’s 
name, so then it’s just a case of getting hold of a phone number for them and asking them how you’d go 
about submitting material for their consideration. 

Make sure to speak to any promoters you've worked with in the past too. Some will also be involved in 
small local festivals or 'all-dayers' which can be based in one place or cover a couple of venues in 
your town or city like Dot To Dot which takes place in Nottingham and Bristol. You can even put 
yourself forward to play at events like The Great Escape in Brighton or Manchester's In The City. These 
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not only showcase new acts but are also mass gatherings of people from the music industry making 
them a good place to meet people. 

Chances are you won’t be able to get on the bill for a big festival like V, Reading or Leeds. They 
generally don’t accept submissions from acts that don’t have an agent, label or a record out, and there 
are always hundreds of bands that have to be turned away from the bill because they simply don’t 
have the slots available. It’s best to stick to smaller events and carry on building a buzz for yourself - 
and hopefully pick up some new fans along the way. 

That said there are BBC Introducing stages at the bigger festivals (like Glastonbury and Reading & 
Leeds) which feature a host of undiscovered acts. Bands likes The Wombats and Attack! Attack! have 
played on them on the past as have a host of DJs. Your best route to getting involved is to get you music 
to the Introducing show on your local BBC radio station. You can get in touch direct or send in some 
tracks via the website. 

DJING LIVE 

GETTING GIGS 
Decks? Check. Box of tunes? Check. And you can mix? Alright then, sounds like it's time for you to take 
the leap from being the best DJ in your bedroom to playing your tunes at some nights out. 

To start with, you’ll be limited by where you live, because a small village is less likely to have a good 
range of clubs than a city. You could also be limited if you’re under 18. Bars and clubs won’t be able to 
put you on without risking their liquor licence, so if you can’t wait to get out there and play you’ll have 
to set up your own night or look for other opportunities – it’s not just bars and clubs that want music 
played after all. Many successful DJs started out by running under-18s nights at their local school or 
town hall. And nowadays there are an increasing number of under-18 nights looking for talent. 

No gig is too small when you're starting out. A house party is a good place to practise your new found 
skills, get used to having to perform in front of an audience and learn how to construct a set. If you 
want to play to a larger audience but still try a few things out local gig venues and festivals often need 
a DJ in between bands. 

It's also worth checking out any opportunities at local or online radio stations. Student stations or 
short term broadcasts created to support events or festivals are often keen for volunteers. There are 
also more and more record stores and clothes shops that will want in-house DJs too. These can be a 
great, low pressure environment to develop your skills and also expose you to a wider audience. 

It’s a tough industry to crack, but by staying upbeat, sociable and professional there’s no reason why 
you can’t make it. No matter what your sound is, push it hard and don’t back down. Take any 
opportunity you can to play out. It's all good experience and if you're good, you'd be surprised how 
quickly the word will spread. 

DJ jobs are rarely advertised, so you’re normally best off phoning or popping into some bars and clubs 
to find out who looks after the DJs. If nobody seems to know – sometimes the bar staff won’t have met 
the promoter – ask the DJs themselves. A lot of city bars are owned by the same company, so you may 
need to try their head office before being connected to someone in the know. 
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To be a successful DJ you've got to build good relationships with the people who can help you: bar 
managers, club night promoters, event organisers, other DJs, bar staff - you'll need a great network of 
people if you're going to get regular gigs. DJs rarely get booked off the back of sending in a mix CD - 
it’s more a case of who you know. When their go-to guy drops out at the last minute, you want it to be 
you who gets the call. 

If you get your residency don’t think your work’s over. Success will only come with ambition, so keep 
sending mixtapes and fliers to local listings and dance magazines letting them know about your night. 
National magazines like Mixmag will scour these listings looking for fresh talent, so don’t 
underestimate the power of the local press. Stay hungry and take onboard any criticism from other DJs 
and people you work with. They’re only trying to help and their suggestions could be key to your 
success. 

YOUR LIVE SET 
You’ve bought your records, practised long and hard, and now a local promoter has asked you to come 
and play at his club. You’ve rocked the socks off your bedroom wall for long enough, and now it’s time 
to convert a crowd in a club. You’d better start putting together a set. 

The key to making a set that you’re proud of is mainly planning and preparation. Research the night 
and see what other DJs play there. There’s no point turning up with a set of slick hard house if 
everyone is expecting a night of soulful garage. Get down to the night, get to know the resident DJs and 
see what they’ve got in their arsenal. Before you go home that night you should have an idea of 
whether the clubbers there like tunes with vocals high in the mix or tougher cuts, and what time you 
should put them on. 

Get it clear in your mind what your role is for the evening. Are you the warm-up DJ or the guest DJ? The 
slot you’re given should be reflected in the tunes you choose for your box. If you’re on at the start of 
the night, don’t put on a load of bangers before the main act steps up to the booth – a night needs to 
build up, otherwise it’ll fall flat. 

The first step is to divide the tunes you’re thinking about playing into sections, depending on their 
style. How you decide to do this will depend on what you want to play, but an example would be to split 
them into warm-ups, vocals, tough, classics etc. Or you could split them by genre: tech-house, electro, 
breakbeats etc. You should aim to have about five piles of records when you’re finished. By doing this, 
you can judge the vibe of the crowd on the night and easily pick out a suitable tune to drop into the 
mix. 

Once you’ve sorted your records, it’s time to order them for your set. If it’s a resident gig, think about 
ordering your tunes from warm-up at the front to classics at the back. If you’re doing a guest DJ spot, 
just leave out the warm-up section. That way, you can work through your box from front to back 
throughout the night, progressing the night from slower tunes to the big bangers. 

If you’re going to make your DJ set flow, you’ll have to know your records. It’s obvious, but everybody’s 
heard a DJ drop a track into the mix only to find that the records have horribly clashing vocals. It 
sounds ugly as sin and it won’t go unnoticed, so make sure you know your tracks from start to finish. 
Always listen to the start and end of your chosen mix and work out whether it starts with beats or if 
you’ll need to find a beat to match a particular synth line. Think you won’t remember that for all your 
records? You’d better start putting notes with your tracks… 
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If you’re in a club you might only get three or four minutes to decide which track you’re going to play 
next and where to mix it to match the track you’ve got on at the moment. Can’t remember how it starts? 
Good luck to you. You can make your life a lot easier by marking your records once you’ve listened to 
them at home. Start by marking which remix you’re going to play and then place the needle of your 
stylus to the start of the track and draw a line from the centre spindle to the needle, leaving you with 
an arrow pointing to where the track starts so you can cue it in. It’s also a big help if you play a club 
that has lights on the turntables because you’ll be able to tell instantly that you’re on the right side and 
bang on the start of the track. If you want to be really professional, buy stickers to add a few notes to 
the sleeve of your tunes. Anything from bpm (beats per minute) and how big the beats are, to intro and 
outro information could stop you from coming unstuck when you’re at the decks. 

Don’t plan your whole set in advance, chances are it won’t work. While you’re in your bedroom 
planning it might seem like a great idea: perfect mixes, great progression – it should be a dream. As a 
DJ it’s your job to get the crowd moving, and you can only do that by watching how they react to 
certain records. If you’ve planned the whole set, and one track clears the dancefloor, you’d better hope 
that the next track will bring everyone back onboard. You’ve got to be as flexible as possible, though 
you’ll obviously have certain mixes in mind. Plan some mini mixes of two or three songs that you know 
like the back of your hand. If the first track goes down well, then consider using the next tunes in your 
mix too. If it doesn’t, move on to the next mini mix. Before you know it you’ll have a palette of perfect 
mixes that can get even the most stubborn of crowds cutting shapes, so make a note of any tracks that 
work particularly well. 

With all your preparation done, fingers-crossed you will have shaken the venue to its core. It’s just 
possible though, that you might have had a few set-backs. Learn from your experiences and work out 
what you can improve next time around. When you look back at your record box the next day, you 
should have all the tunes you played in the order you played them. Take a look through them and 
remember what worked and what caused you problems. Make a note of any tracks that worked really 
well together and add them to your collection of mini mixes. If certain tracks didn’t go down so well, 
think of why and make a note on your sticker so you don’t make the same mistake again. It’s easy to 
get caught up in the moment when you’re in a club, but if you found that one track you played just 
didn’t have enough menace to work at 2am then make a note of it. Don’t forget that DJing live is a 
learning process and every crowd is different. 

AGENTS 
You’ll only be able to get an agent when you no longer have enough time to look after your own gig 
bookings. There’s a simple reason for that; unless you’re signed or have got a big live following, they 
simply won’t make enough money out of you. Agents will normally take around 10% of your live 
takings to arrange and promote your tour. If you’re still on the small bar circuit, an agent wont be 
interested in signing you up - and you can probably handle the business side yourself. 

That said, if you’re getting good exposure, then an agent can be a great way of getting regular press 
coverage and gigs – all helping to raise your profile. They’re normally very well connected people – 
meaning that they can get your name out to the right people and the right places, with close ties to 
DJs, producers and promoters. It is also the agent’s responsibility to make sure that you, as the artist, 
are given the best opportunities and gigs around. Pack your wellies, because it could be festival time. 

Chances are that if you’re at a stage when an agency would be of benefit to you, they will have already 
got in contact with you. Agents will find out about acts that they’re interested in through managers and 
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other contacts and are swamped by people wanting to be taken on by them - so you’ll need to have a 
decent buzz around you to grab their interest. You can find agencies listed in music magazines or 
online at places like Use Your Ears, TruGroovez or Showcase. Have a look to see which agencies 
already deal with artists similar to you. Not only will this mean that they’ll know how to sell your act to 
promoters and the press, but they could also hook you up with a tour with one of their other artists. 

If you can’t get on an agency’s books, don’t lose heart – it’s not essential that you have one and an 
amateur agent - a mate or business partner - might also suit your needs. Keep working hard, gig 
whenever you can and you’ll keep on building kudos on the scene. Concentrate on building up the 
number of people that come to see you through promotion and making the most of your contacts. Now 
could also be the time to raise the standard of your productions by investing more of your profits back 
into developing your live shows, equipment and recordings. Plug away and maximise the publicity 
you’re getting by following our Getting Noticed guide. 
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